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ABSTRACT
Software companies encounter variability in space as variants of

software systems need to be produced for different customers. At

the same time, companies need to handle evolution in time because

the customized variants need to be revised and kept up-to-date.

This leads to a predicament in practice with many system variants

significantly diverging from each other. Maintaining these variants

consistently is difficult, as they diverge across space, i.e., different

feature combinations, and over time, i.e., revisions of features. This

work presents an automated feature revision location technique

that traces feature revisions to their implementation. To assess

the correctness of our technique, we used variants and revisions

from three open source highly configurable software systems. In

particular, we compared the original artifacts of the variants with

the composed artifacts that were located by our technique. The

results show that our technique can properly trace feature revisions

to their implementation, reaching traces with 100% precision and

98% recall on average for the three analyzed subject systems, taking

on average around 50 seconds for locating feature revisions per

variant used as input.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The development of large-scale software systems relies on Ver-

sion Control Systems (VCSs), which offer sophisticated tool sup-

port for implementing, maintaining and evolving projects [17].

VCSs are essential for tracking the evolution of software systems

over time. However, in addition to evolutionary changes, i.e., re-

visions, software systems are also subject to re-configuration as

different combinations of features are relevant to different users.

Such systems are known as Software Product Lines (SPLs), which

are families of software products that share a common platform

and can be distinguished by a set of features [32]. SPLs are typ-

ically realized as Highly-Configurable Software Systems (HCSSs),

which use preprocessor directives, e.g., #IFDEFs; load-time para-

meters and conditional execution, e.g., simple IFs; or build systems

to generate different product variants [30]. HCSSs aim to satisfy

the requirements of different customers and environmental restric-

tions such as different hardware devices [36]. HCSSs need support

to evolve over time, e.g., when fixing bugs or extending existing

features, but also to evolve in space, e.g., when adding new features

or configuration options. However, it has been shown that existing

VCSs do not provide adequate support regarding the evolution in

space [4, 20, 24].

Research in the field of HCSSs focuses mainly on solving prob-

lems related to the evolution in space. For instance, approaches

for re-engineering legacy systems into SPLs typically consider that

variants diverge only in terms of the different features they imple-

ment [2]. Unfortunately, this assumption rarely holds in practice as

variants diverge both in space (different feature combinations) and

time (different revisions of features) [16]. Assume an engineer aims

to create a variant that uses older revisions of specific features. To

avoid analyzing large portions of the project history the engineer

needs to remember the exact point in time when the variant existed

containing exactly these features in the exact revision. Despite the

tools provided by the VCSs, this still remains a manual activity. In

this context, techniques supporting such re-engineering andmining

tasks are required.

Feature location techniques map system artifacts to features.

These techniques support the understanding, maintenance, and

evolution of features [2]. However, while existing feature location

techniques primarily address variability in space [8, 33], they are

not as useful when features evolved over time, leading to diver-

gent implementations [4]. To overcome this limitation, this work

presents an automated technique to trace feature revisions to their

implementation in variants that evolved independently of each

https://doi.org/10.1145/3382025.3414954
https://doi.org/10.1145/3382025.3414954
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other. Our technique considers possible combinations of features

and all revisions made over time.

The contributions of this work are: (i) a technique for locating

feature revisions in a set of variants; (ii) an analysis of feature

evolution over time in three preprocessor-based SPLs; and (iii) a

replication package
1
containing the used data set, the implementa-

tion for mining ground truth variants, and the implementation of

the feature revision location technique.

2 MOTIVATION
To motivate the need of locating feature revisions, we rely on the

feature HAVE_SSH1 of LibSSH2
. HAVE_SSH1 was introduced in Com-

mit c65f56ae
3
, comprising five source code files and approxim-

ately 600 lines of source code. Analyzing the history of this fea-

ture, we can observe that it has eight revisions. In some commits,

only small changes over time were observed, as, for example, in

Commit d40f16d4
4
, where the developers modified eight files, re-

moving two source code files of HAVE_SSH1. On the other hand,

in Commit f23685f9
5
, in addition to HAVE_SSH1, another feature

(DEBUG_CRYPTO) also changed over time, and two new features

(HAVE_PTY_H and HAVE_STDINT_H) were introduced, characterizing
the system evolution in space. Overall, the revisions of HAVE_SSH1
happened together with revisions of 13 other features, impacting 73

source code files. These changes were composed of 2627 additions

and 1223 deletions of lines of code. Let us assume an engineer wants

to recover a version of HAVE_SSH1 at a specific point in time, for

example, from Commit 5f7c84f9
6
. The engineer has to analyze 29

files, 1339 additions, and 188 deletions, which shows the complexity

of dealing with variable systems evolving over time. This problem

increases significantly if the system is not managed by a version

control system and not already implemented as a product line based

on features as in the above example. In the worst case, variants

are maintained independently as clones without proper revision

management.

A unified mechanism for managing system evolution in space

and time at the level of features would thus significantly ease the

maintenance and evolution of system variants. However, this is a

challenging task as already pointed out in existing literature [4]. In

this context, we stress the need of managing system variants over

time at the level of feature revisions and to ease the management of

features and their revisions. Therefore, we present a feature revision

location technique capable of mapping implementation artifacts to

a certain feature at a certain point in time.

3 FEATURE REVISION LOCATION
This section presents our automated feature revision location tech-

nique, which is the main contribution of this work. We first give an

overview and introduce basic data structures as well as input (i.e.,

variants) and output (i.e., traces) of the feature revision location

technique. Then, we explain the trace computation in detail. Finally,

we discuss the implementation and optimizations of the technique.

1
https://github.com/jku-isse/SPLC2020-FeatureRevisionLocation

2
Analysis based on the first 50 commits of LibSSH: gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror

3
gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/c65f56aefa50a2e2a78a0e45564526ecc921d74f

4
gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/d40f16d48ec1ed9670c20ffaad1005c59a689484

5
gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/f23685f92b91aa53546a81bf7793c38a45df15d3

6
gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/5f7c84f900b81e3bbff55378f8170ddf150daf9c
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Figure 1: Feature Revision Location Overview.

3.1 Overview and Data Structures
Figure 1 shows an overview of our feature revision location tech-

nique. As input it receives a set of variants, each consisting of a

configuration, i.e., a set of feature revisions, and an implementa-

tion. As output it computes a set of traces, each mapping a presence

condition to implementation artifact fragments.

Consequently, we assume the following to be known for every

variant: (i) the implementation; (ii) the set of features, i.e., the con-

figuration; (iii) the revision of every feature. The last assumption

is difficult to satisfy in an extractive product line adoption scen-

ario, where clones have been maintained independently over a long

period of time, as the necessary information must be retrieved first.

However, in a reactive product line engineering scenario, where

new variants are incorporated into the product line incrementally,

this assumption can be satisfiedwith reasonable effort. Furthermore,

variation control systems [20, 24], whose goal is to support the user

when making changes to a product line, can satisfy the assumption

and even profit from our feature revision location technique.

We now describe the concepts and data structures of our tech-

nique in detail.

Variants (Input). The input is a set of variants 𝑉 . A variant 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉
is a pair (𝐹,𝐴), where 𝐹 is a set of feature revisions and 𝐴 is a set

of implementation artifacts. As an example consider a set of three

variants 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣3} shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Input Example: Set of Variants 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣3}.

Variant 𝑣𝑖 Feature Revisions 𝑣𝑖 .𝐹 Artifacts 𝑣𝑖 .𝐴
𝑣1 {A1,B1,¬C} {𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3}
𝑣2 {A1,B2,¬C} {𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎4}
𝑣3 {¬A,B2, C1} {𝑎4, 𝑎5, 𝑎6, 𝑎7}

Features and Revisions. Every feature 𝑓 exists in multiple revisions 𝑟 ,

denoted as 𝑓𝑟 , where 𝑓 and 𝑟 are arbitrary unique identifiers for

the feature and the revision, respectively. Two variants 𝑣1 and 𝑣2
with the same feature 𝑓 have the same revision 𝑟 of feature 𝑓 , i.e.,

feature revision 𝑓𝑟 , if the feature is implemented in the exact same

way in both variants. Absent, i.e., negated, features are not labeled

with a revision. While the absence of a feature can influence the

implementation of a variant, it makes no sense to label negated

features with a specific revision. A feature is either present (in

a specific revision) or simply absent. For example, variant 𝑣1 in

Table 1 has featuresA and B, each in revision 1. Variant 𝑣2 has the

same features, but feature B is implemented differently, e.g., a bug

fix might have been applied to feature B in variant 𝑣2 but not in 𝑣1,

and thus gets another revision assigned.

https://github.com/jku-isse/SPLC2020-FeatureRevisionLocation
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/c65f56aefa50a2e2a78a0e45564526ecc921d74f
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/d40f16d48ec1ed9670c20ffaad1005c59a689484
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/f23685f92b91aa53546a81bf7793c38a45df15d3
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/5f7c84f900b81e3bbff55378f8170ddf150daf9c
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Implementation Artifacts. A variant’s implementation consists of

a set of artifacts that are organized in a hierarchical tree structure

which we refer to as artifact tree. An artifact can represent a folder,

a file, or any other element of a variant’s implementation. For ex-

ample, in the case of source code, an artifact could represent a class,

a method, or a single statement. We assume that any two artifacts

𝑎1, 𝑎2 can be compared for equivalence (𝑎1 ≡ 𝑎2), as follows: two

artifacts 𝑎1, 𝑎2 ∈ 𝐴 are equivalent (𝑎1 ≡ 𝑎2) if 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are equal

(𝑎1 = 𝑎2) and their parent artifacts are equivalent , i.e., their position

in the artifact tree is the same.

Traces (Output). The goal of our feature revision location technique

is to compute a presence condition𝐶 for every artifact 𝑎. The output
therefore is a set of traces𝑇 . A trace 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 is a pair (𝐶,𝐴) that maps

a set of artifacts 𝐴 to a presence condition 𝐶 . Table 2 presents

an example solution of a set of six traces 𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3, 𝑡4, 𝑡5, 𝑡6}
that match the set of variants 𝑉 in Table 1. However, this is not a

unique solution as alternative sets of traces exist that also match

the set of variants 𝑉 . The three variants in 𝑉 are not sufficient to

determine a unique set of traces. For example, the trace 𝑡1 could

also have a more restrictive conditionA1 ∧¬C while trace 𝑡2 could

also have a less restrictive condition A1. For the three variants

in set 𝑉 this would make no difference. However, it would affect

other variants that may potentially be created in the future. The

actual output of our feature revision location technique shown in

Table 3 therefore contains all clauses that satisfy the criterion for

inclusion (see Equation 1), even if initially redundant. For example,

the condition in 𝑡1 could be simplified to just A1. However, since

the input variants were not sufficient to be certain that the actual

condition cannot be A1 ∧ ¬C it is still included in the condition.

Table 2: Solution Example: Set of Traces𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3, 𝑡4, 𝑡5, 𝑡6}.

Trace 𝑡𝑖 Presence Condition 𝑡𝑖 .𝐶 Artifacts 𝑡𝑖 .𝐴
𝑡1 A1 {𝑎1}
𝑡2 A1 ∧ B1∨2 {𝑎2}
𝑡3 B1 {𝑎3}
𝑡4 B2 {𝑎4}
𝑡5 C1 {𝑎5, 𝑎6}
𝑡6 ¬A ∧ B1∨2 {𝑎7}

Table 3: Output Example: Set of Traces 𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3, 𝑡4}.

Trace 𝑡𝑖 Presence Condition 𝑡𝑖 .𝐶 Artifacts 𝑡𝑖 .𝐴
𝑡1 A1 ∨ (A1 ∧ ¬C) ∨ (A1 ∧ B1∨2) {𝑎1, 𝑎2}
𝑡2 B1 ∨ (B1 ∧ ¬C) ∨ (A1 ∧ B1) {𝑎3}
𝑡3 B2 {𝑎4}
𝑡4 C1 ∨ (¬A1 ∧ C1) ∨ (B2 ∧ C1) {𝑎5, 𝑎6, 𝑎7}

3.2 Trace Computation
Based on the above data structures, we now explain how the traces

and presence conditions are computed.

Presence Conditions. We compute the presence condition 𝐶 for

every artifact 𝑎 in the form of a disjunctive normal form (DNF) for-

mula, whose literals are features (actually a set of feature revisions

as we will show). A DNF formula is a disjunction of clauses, where

a clause is a conjunction of literals. We treat presence conditions

as a set of such clauses. Every clause can be considered as a feature

interaction, i.e., a static interaction of the features contained in the

clause. This aligns with previous research in feature algebra [25],

feature location [22], or the analysis of variable systems [1, 11]. We

denote the set of all conjunctive clauses that can be formed given

a set of feature revisions 𝑣 .𝐹 of variant 𝑣 as 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 ). For ex-
ample, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 ({A1,B1,¬C}) = {A1,B1,A1 ∧B1,A1 ∧¬C,B1 ∧
¬C,A1 ∧ B1 ∧ ¬C}. Whether a clause 𝑐 is part of a presence con-

dition 𝐶 for an artifact 𝑎 depends on some fairly intuitive ideas

that have already been proven to work very well for simple feature

location [28, 31]. In this work we build upon these ideas and extend

them to feature revisions. In the following, we first discuss the ideas

based on features, ignoring revisions for the time being.

Criterion for Inclusion of Clause in Condition. For a clause 𝑐 to be

contained in a presence condition 𝐶 of an artifact 𝑎, the artifact 𝑎

must be contained in every variant 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 that contains the clause 𝑐

(𝑐 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 )) and there must be at least one variant in 𝑉 that

contains clause 𝑐 .

𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 ⇔ (∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 : 𝑐 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 ) =⇒ 𝑎 ∈ 𝑣 .𝐴) ∧
(∃𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 : 𝑐 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 )) (1)

Criterion for Likely Clause. Our technique additionally provides a

smaller and more specific set of clauses 𝐶 ′ that is a subset of 𝐶 to

which the artifacts are more likely tracing than to others. This is

based on our observation that, in practice, presence conditions with

a logical OR between features are much less likely to occur than

ones with a logical AND [28]. Therefore, a clause 𝑐 ′ is contained in

the set of likely clauses𝐶 ′ if all variants that have clause 𝑐 ′ also have
artifact 𝑎 (inclusion criterion as above), and in addition, all variants

that have artifact 𝑎 also have clause 𝑐 ′ (additional criterion).

𝑐 ′ ∈ 𝐶 ⇔ (∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 : 𝑐 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 ) ⇐⇒ 𝑎 ∈ 𝑣 .𝐴) ∧
(∃𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 : 𝑐 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 )) (2)

Adding Revisions. Extending the previous ideas to revisions is then

straightforward. Only one revision of a feature can be present in

any given variant. In other words, if a feature 𝑓 is present in a

variant 𝑣 it is present in exactly one revision 𝑟 . Therefore, the set of

revisions of a feature literal in a clause is the union of all revisions

𝑟 of feature 𝑓 that were present when the artifact 𝑎 was present.

Literals in clauses of a presence condition now do not refer to single

features anymore, but to a set of feature revisions.

Steps for Trace Computation. Algorithm 1 shows the steps of the

trace computation. It receives as input a set of variants 𝑉 . It then
computes the sets of all clauses𝐶 (Line 2) and all artifacts 𝐴 (Line 3

in the input variants𝑉 . Subsequently, it computes for every artifact

𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 (Line 5) a trace 𝑡 with conditions 𝐶 ′ and artifact 𝑎 (Line 19)

that is added to the set of traces𝑇 (Line 20) that is returned (Line 22).

The set of clauses 𝐶 ′ receives all clauses 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 that satisfy the

inclusion criterion of likely clauses in Equation 2 (Lines 7-11). If

there are no such traces (Line 12) it receives all clauses 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 that

satisfy the regular inclusion criterion in Equation 1 (Lines 13-17).
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Algorithm 1 Trace Computation

1: function computeTraces(𝑉 )

2: 𝐶 ← ⋃
𝑣∈𝑉 clauses(𝑣 .𝐹 )

3: 𝐴← ⋃
𝑣∈𝑉 clauses(𝑣 .𝐴)

4: 𝑇 ← {}
5: for each 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 do
6: 𝐶 ′ ← {}
7: for each 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 do
8: if (∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 : 𝑐 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 ) ⇐⇒ 𝑎 ∈ 𝑣 .𝐴) then
9: 𝐶 ′ ← 𝐶 ′ ∪ {𝑐}
10: end if
11: end for
12: if 𝐶 ′ = {} then
13: for each 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 do
14: if (∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 : 𝑐 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 (𝑣 .𝐹 ) =⇒ 𝑎 ∈ 𝑣 .𝐴) then
15: 𝐶 ′ ← 𝐶 ′ ∪ {𝑐}
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: 𝑡 ← (𝐶 ′, 𝑎)
20: 𝑇 ← 𝑇 ∪ {𝑡}
21: end for
22: return 𝑇

23: end function

3.3 Implementation and Optimizations
When applying the aforementioned concepts in practice, we per-

form the following optimizations:

Feature Interaction Limit. We limit the maximum size of clauses in

presence conditions, i.e., the number of feature literals in a con-

junction, which corresponds to the number of interacting features,

to a threshold based on previous empirical research [9, 11]. This

provides a major improvement to the scalability of the approach,

otherwise, i.e., without a constant threshold, the number of clauses

would grow exponentially with the number of features. While the

threshold can be freely configured, for the evaluation presented in

this paper it was set to at most three interacting features.

Negated Feature Literals. We do not label negated feature literals

with a revision. While the absence of a feature can influence other

features and thus have an effect on the implementation of a vari-

ant [25], it makes no sense to have a clause containing only negated

features and to label negated features with a specific revision.

Artifact Clusters. We do not consider every artifact individually,

but rather cluster artifacts, i.e., group artifacts together, that never

appeared without each other in any variant and assign presence

conditions to those clusters instead of every individual artifact. For

example, artifacts 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 in the set of variants𝑉 in Table 1 always

appear together and never without each other. We therefore group

them instead of treating them individually, as shown in Table 4.

Artifact Sequence Alignment. Our technique relies on the ability

to compare any two implementation artifacts for equivalence. In

cases where two sibling artifacts 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 (i.e., artifacts with the

same parent) are not unique, the order of the artifacts is important

when determining equivalence. This is the case, for instance, if the

same statement appears multiple times inside a method. In such

cases an alignment of the artifact sequences must be performed.

We adapted a Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm [7]

to perform multi-sequence alignment for comparing more than two

variants [9, 23], e.g., if they have the samemethodwhose statements

must be aligned.

Artifact Adapters. We keep the technique independent of the types

of implementation artifacts by utilizing artifact type specific ad-

apters that are responsible for parsing respective files and gener-

ating the generic artifact tree structure consisting of folders, files,

and further file type specific artifacts. The only requirement is that

artifacts can be uniquely identified and compared for equivalence.

Element Counters. We count for every clause 𝑐 in how many in-

put variants it was contained, for every artifact cluster 𝑎 in how

many input variants it was contained, and for every pair (𝑐, 𝑎) of
clause and artifact cluster in how many input variants both were

contained together. These counters are sufficient to evaluate the

above criterion for inclusion of clauses in presence conditions (see

Equation 1). This has the advantage that it works incrementally, i.e.,

new input variants can be added whenever necessary simply by

increasing the respective counters. Hence, already computed traces

do not have to be recomputed when a new variant is encountered.

Instead, the counters are simply increased and the existing pres-

ence conditions trimmed, i.e., clauses removed for which the above

conditions do not hold anymore.

Table 4 presents an abstract example of the counters that match

the set of variants𝑉 in Table 1. The rows list the four artifact clusters

with the total number of appearance in variants. The columns list (a

subset of) the clauses 𝑐𝑖 ∈
⋃

𝑣∈𝑉 clauses(𝑣 .𝐹 ) with the total number

of appearance in variants, sorted by the number of literals (i.e.,

interacting features), first in total without considering revisions,

and then per revision. Each cell contains the number of times that

the artifact cluster and the clause appeared together in a variant. For

example, artifacts 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 appear in two variants. The clause A1

also appeared in two variants. Finally, the artifacts and the clauses

appeared together also in two variants. Therefore, the criterion for

likely clauses (see Equation 2) is satisfied.

Table 4: Implementation Example: Subset (cut off right) of
Counters forArtifact Clusters (rows) andClauses (columns).

A B C A ∧ B B ∧ C
2 3 1 2 1

A1 B1 B2 C1 A1 ∧ B1 A1 ∧ B2 B2 ∧ C1
2 1 2 1 1 1 1

𝑎1, 𝑎2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0

𝑎3 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

𝑎4 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 1

𝑎5, 𝑎6, 𝑎7 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

4 EVALUATION
This section presents the research questions and the method ad-

opted for evaluating our feature revision location technique. We
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introduce the input data set, explain the process adopted to obtain

the ground truth used for comparison, and describe the metrics

used to evaluate our technique.

4.1 Research Questions
The evaluation of our feature revision location technique was

guided by two research questions (RQs), presented below. The next

subsections describe the methodology used to answer the RQs.

RQ1. Can the proposed technique locate feature revisions
from a set of existing variants? In this RQ we aim to evaluate

how effective our technique is for locating feature revisions in

existing variants of HCSSs obtained from VCSs.

RQ2. Can new variants be composed with feature revisions
located by our technique? The goal of this RQ is to investigate if

we can use artifacts, i.e., feature revisions, located by our technique

from existing variants to compose new variants.

4.2 Method
The methodology followed to evaluate our feature revision loca-

tion technique and answer the RQs is illustrated in Figure 2. We

started by mining ground truth variants (step 1) from changes of

features in HCSSs in VCSs (cf. Section 4.4). We then applied our

feature revision location technique to the ground truth variants

(step 2, cf. Section 3). The process of locating feature revisions was

performed incrementally with the input variants. Thus, as long as

we had different input variants, we used them for locating feature

revisions with our technique, which continuously created new an-

d/or refined existing traces. After having located feature revisions

from all existing input variants, we used the computed traces to

compose variants (step 3) by joining the artifacts of the desired

configurations. Next, we compared the composed variants with the

corresponding ground truth variants, i.e., containing the same con-

figuration (step 4). The comparison of variants was performed by

comparing each composed artifact with each ground truth artifact

file-by-file and line-by-line. For computing differences, we used a

library for performing the comparison operations between textual

Feature	
Revision
Location

Output
Traces
Output
Traces
Input

VariantsMining	Ground
Truth	Variants

Output	
Traces

Compose
Variants

Output
Traces
Output
Traces
Retrieved
VariantsCompare

Artifacts

Compute	
Metrics

Output
Traces
Output
Traces

Ground	truth
Variants

Ground	truth
Variants

Ground	Truth
Variants

Retrieved
Variants
Composed
Variants

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 2: Methodology for evaluating our feature revision
location technique.

Table 5: Overview of the subject systems.

System Release Since LoC Features Revisions
Marlin 2.0 2011 281355 37 144

LibSSH 0.9 2005 110590 49 129

SQLite 3.7.4 2000 173714 7 55

data
7
. Finally, we compute metrics (step 5) to quantify missing rel-

evant information or surplus information retrieved (cf. Section 4.5).

4.3 Data Set
The evaluation of the proposed technique relies on three open

source HCSSs [19] using the VCS Git (see Table 5): (i) Marlin, a

variant-rich open-source embedded firmware for 3D printers
8
; (ii)

SSH library, a Robot Framework test library for SSH and SFTP net-

work protocols
9
; and (iii) SQLite, a library that implements an SQL

database engine
10
. We tried to avoid bias by choosing three different

application domains. Furthermore, each system has a considerable

history of development and use in research [13, 14, 17–19, 27, 35].

Moreover, we choose systems of different sizes, which we meas-

ured by counting the total number of lines of code of their last

release (excluding blank lines and comments). We used variants

from the first Git commits from the main trunk ordered by date of

each system to avoid bias in choosing a specific interval of commits.

Despite our technique can be adopted for any number of variants,

our implementation currently has scalability limitations for high

number of feature revisions. Thus, we used variants mined from the

first 50 commits, which give enough feature revisions to apply and

evaluate the ability of our technique for locating feature revisions.

4.4 Mining Ground Truth Variants
Ground truth variants cannot come from only a single point in

time. Thus, in order to have input variants that contain features at

different points in time, we extract variants of a system whenever

a feature evolved over time, i.e., was changed via a Git commit [29].

To explain each step of the methodology for mining ground truth,

we will use the example shown in Figure 3. Let us consider that the

code of the file before the change in line 12 was added in a specific

point in time called T1. Later, a second commit was performed at

point in time T2, where the code of line 12 changed. We identify the

possible features in these two points in time. In this example, three

features are introduced in point T1 (BASE, A, Y) and one existing

feature changed in point T2 (Y revision 2). We used this information

to create our ground truth variants used as input for our technique

for locating feature revisions in five steps, described next.

Identify feature literals. To identify possible features, we classify all

annotated literals of the system along all Git commits analyzed. We

distinguish external, internal and transient literals. External literals

can only be set externally to configure variants. In Figure 3 A and Y
are external literals. Internal literals are defined at some point in

the code via a #define directive. In Figure 3 the literals B, C, X and Z

7
https://github.com/java-diff-utils/java-diff-utils

8
https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin

9
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror

10
https://github.com/sqlite/sqlite

https://github.com/java-diff-utils/java-diff-utils
https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror
https://github.com/sqlite/sqlite
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		#include	"header.h"	
		#if	A
				#define	B	2
				#define	C	9
		#endif
		#if	Z
				#define	D
		#endif
		#if	Y
				<code>
				#if	X(B,C)	>	Z
-					<code1>
+					<code2>
				#endif
		#endif

		#define	Z	3
		<code>
		#if	Z	>	2
				#define	X(m,n)	m+n
		#endif

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
13
14

Variants	T1	and	T2

BASE.1
Y.2

BASE.1
Y.1

BASE.1
A.1

BASE.1

Figure 3:Mining changes over time to generate ground truth
variants to evaluate our feature revision location technique.

are internal. In commit #1
11

of LibSSH the file wrapper.c contains

15 conditional blocks (#ifdefs), from which only four expressions

contain an external feature (DEBGU_CRYPTO). The conditional block
with feature HAS_BLOWFISH, for example, is an internal feature

defined in the beginning of the file inside the conditional block of

an external feature (HAVE_OPENSSL_BLOWFISH_H). We considered

literals as features only if they were external in all revisions.

Resolving macros in conditions. For each analyzed Git commit, we

start preprocessing the annotated code respective to macro func-

tions (macros that can accept parameters and return values). The

output of this step is the code from the specific commit with all

macros in conditions resolved, i.e., the macro code is expanded

to the degree where the conditions of the conditional statements

only consist of literals. After expanding macros in conditions, all

#define and #include statements and conditional blocks remain

in the code, as they can modify the resulting code of the variants.

In Figure 3 the only line that will change after processing this step

is the line 11, which is replaced by #if 2 + 9 > Z.

Compute changes. For each Git commit n we create a tree structure

with the conditional blocks to determine the differences between the

actual commit and the previous n-1. In case of the first Git commit of

the project, we consider all files inserted as the difference. From the

differences we can get the tree node reflecting the changes. In case

that any external feature changed or differences are in non-code

files, e.g., binary, BASE is considered the changed feature, i.e., for

every code added/removed in the body of the project that does not

belong to an external feature the root feature BASE is considered

as the changed node. In Figure 3 a new file was added at point

T1 in addition to its include file. At point T2 we just have the

change in line 12 of the main file. For example, in LibSSH commit

#1 added 78 new files, commit #2
12

removed 8 files, while commit

#3
13

comprised changes of lines added and removed in different

files.

11
gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/c65f56aefa50a2e2a78a0e45564526ecc921d74f

12
gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/d40f16d48ec1ed9670c20ffaad1005c59a689484

13
gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/55846a4c7b09af2d105c7f7dfd0a43aab2f6e5a5

Compute configurations. Every changed node is then used to gener-

ate a variant that contains the code activated by this node. We used

the Choco solver
14

to provide the first possible solution for a given

constraint to activate the conditional blocks. To find a configuration

for the preprocessor that activates the desired block of code, we

need to obtain an assignment for all the annotated literals that are

part of the condition of the block. The basic idea here is to create a

set of constraints that are then handed over to a solver. Overall, the

constraint we build consists of three parts, which will be explained

using the example in Figure 3. Firstly, we retrieve the local condi-

tion closest to the changed code, which in the example at point T2

is: 2 + 9 > Z. The second part is the entire condition of the desired

block, which is a conjunction of all parent conditions. We obtain it

by walking up the tree, starting from the changed node, which will

be: Y && (2 + 9 > Z). The feature implications make the third

part used to create and apply a mapping of all internal literals to

just external literals. In Figure 3, it can be seen that A defines B=2
and C=9, and BASE defines B=3, which means that we can map the

code block to BASE and Y and A. The process of traversing the tree

to build the feature implications works as follows: we read until

the end of the file. When a #define is found, we take the condition
of the block which it is part of. With this information, we build an

implication chain. Before handing this chain to the solver, we filter

out the ones that are not necessary for the currently processed node

to reduce the work for the solver. We do it by recursively analyzing

the literals of the conditional expressions that define other literals.

If they were defined at some point, we build their queue of implica-

tions too. For example, in Figure 3 we do not add to the queue of

implications the feature Z implying D in line 7 as this feature does

not influence to activate the changed block of code (lines 11-13). We

just need the implications of features implying Z, B and C. In commit

#1 of LibSSH, as mentioned before, the conditional block annotated

with feature HAS_BLOWFISH is defined inside another conditional

block of the external feature HAVE_OPENSSL_BLOWFISH_H. In the

example of this block of code changed, we will have a queue of

implications for feature HAS_AES, HAS_BLOWFISH and OLD_CRYPTO
as they are defined over the file wrapper.c. However, we just send
to the solver the queue of implications of feature HAS_BLOWFISH
which contains the necessary condition to define this internal fea-

ture ((HAVE_OPENSSL_BLOWFISH_H) && (BASE)).
The constraints built by the queue of implications are then

handed to the solver. If the solver finds no solution, it means that

the part of code we wanted to activate is dead and there is no con-

figuration that can activate that block. If a solution is found, we

validate that all the literals that get assignments are really external

by filtering out all other assigned literals. If the set of assignments is

not empty at that point, we obtained a configuration for a valid vari-

ant. Before using these variants as ground truth for evaluating our

technique it is essential to know what features should be marked

as changed for the respective changed node and thus treated as

a feature revision. We assume the features annotated closest to a

change are the ones having caused it. Therefore, we get a solution

using the local condition without any implications.

In case this does not obtain any potentially changed features,

meaning that there are no positive external features in the closest

14
https://github.com/chocoteam/choco-solver

https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/c65f56aefa50a2e2a78a0e45564526ecc921d74f
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/d40f16d48ec1ed9670c20ffaad1005c59a689484
https://gitlab.com/libssh/libssh-mirror/-/commit/55846a4c7b09af2d105c7f7dfd0a43aab2f6e5a5
https://github.com/chocoteam/choco-solver
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condition, we repeat the same process with the parent conditions

until we find a positive external feature from the solution. In the

worst case, the outcome is that we reach the node corresponding

to BASE, which is trivially a positive solution. In Figure 3 one of the

variants from T1 was BASE which is the feature assigned for the

code of the header file and of lines 6-8, as it just contain internal

features. Another variant at time T1 will be related to the block of

code in the main file in lines 2-5, which contains feature A and BASE.
Still in time T1 we have a variant with feature Y and BASE from

remaining lines of code 9-14. In time T2 we just have a new variant

regarding the change in line 12 which contains a new revision of the

feature Y (the closest external feature) and the previous revision of

the feature BASE from time T1. Regarding LibSSH, we could see in

the first 50 commits analyzed that 49 features were introduced and

over their changes a total of 129 revisions were identified, resulting

in 129 variants.

Generate ground truth variants. After performing these previous

steps, we are able to generate the ground truth variants by partially

preprocessing the code. Finally, the solution found by the Choco

solver for the configuration is used to retrieve the variant, which

from now on is ready to be used as input for locating feature revi-

sions. Figure 3 illustrates the variants mined with a set of feature

revisions from the changes over time T1 and T2.

4.5 Metrics
The precision, recall, and F1 score measure how well informa-

tion is retrieved by a system in relation to the relevant inform-

ation [34]. They are commonly used to evaluate feature location

techniques [6, 26, 28]. In order to assess how effective our technique

is to correctly locate and not missing any relevant artifacts, we ana-

lyzed if the stored traces allow to retrieve the artifacts belonging to

a specific feature revision. We applied the aforementioned metrics

by comparing artifacts of feature revisions composed by the traces

of our technique with the artifacts of the ground truth. We used

two levels of granularity, due to the feature evolution analyzed,

and the different kinds of files that existed in the subject systems

(C/C++, binary and text files): (i) file-level comparison of two com-

plete files by matching their content; (ii) line-level comparison of

two code files. The precision of the file-level comparison is the per-

centage of correctly composed files, i.e., retrieved files with entire

content matching the relevant ones. The recall measures the total

percentage of entire matching of all composed files relative to the

all relevant files. Regarding line-level comparison, precision is the

percentage of correctly retrieved lines while recall is the percentage

of matched lines retrieved relative to the total of relevant lines.

Furthermore, we also measured the runtime of our technique.

The experiments were performed on a HP EliteBook laptop, with an

Intel® Core™ i7-8650U processor (1.9GHz, 4 cores), 16GB of RAM,

SSD storage, and Windows 10 operating system.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents an empirical analysis of the feature evolu-

tion in space and time from the three subject systems. We present

and discuss the results obtained with our feature revision location

technique and answer the two RQs.

Analysis of feature evolution in space and time in subject systems.
We present in Figure 4 the evolution in space and time, i.e., the

features introduced/changed in the first 50 Git commits of three

systems. The blue line in a row represents the time between the

inclusion of a feature in the Git repository and the last revision

of that feature. The first red diamond in a blue line represents the

inclusion of a feature and the other ones along the lines are feature

revisions. First, analyzing system evolution in space, we can see

the feature evolution of the Marlin system in Figure 4(a). After

the product started with Git commit #1 with just BASE, the second
Git commit introduced 18 new features. Furthermore, additional

new features were included in the following commits: #13 (+5),

#14 (+5), #19 (+1), #22 (+4), #27 (+1), #31 (+1), and #50 (+1). For the

LibSSH system shown in Figure 4(b) the initial version started in

Git commit #1 with 16 features. Then, there were four evolution-in-

space changes (Git commits #12, #20, #34, and #38) including 33 new

features. In case of the SQLite system shown in Figure 4(c), the first

commit had no files, so just in the second commit we have feature

code introduced. Along the commits analyzed, commit #2 had six

features introduced of the total of seven existing until Git commit

#50. The remaining feature appeared in Git commit #7. For every

feature revision along the 50 Git commits, there was no evolution

in time because changes were introduced only in BASE code. Thus,

over few Git commits, we can also see that many features change

over time besides BASE. By looking to Figure 4(a) we can observe a

great density of feature revisions in 20 Git commits (between #13

and #33), adding 93 feature revisions, which represent 65% of all

revisions. The evolution in time by feature revision can have much

impact in HCSSs product configurations. For example, the commit

#16 of Marlin changed nine different features and commit #38 in

LibSSH included four new features and changed five other ones.

This evolution in time and space makes engineering tasks complex.

Suppose an engineer needs to recover an older version of feature

ADVANCE before commit #31, keeping the change of other features.

This would require great effort andwould be error prone, since other

current variants of Marlin system could be still using the newer

version of that feature. Considering these three subject systems, we

see different magnitudes of software systems’ variability in time.

Locating feature revisions with our technique. The results related
to the quality [15] of our technique for locating feature revisions

are shown in Table 6. The precision for the three subject systems

was 100% at the file and line level of granularity. Recall values are

almost all optimal (retrieving 95% up to 99% of the total relevant

artifacts). The values of F1, which consider both precision and recall,

are between 97% and 99%, what shows that our technique is reliable

to locate feature revisions by a given set of variants in different

space configurations and in many points in time.

The false negative lines in Marlin were about 3,138 from a total

of 1,460,533 relevant lines over 144 compared variants (min: 0, max:

163, mean: 21.79 per variant). From false negative lines, 774 are

comment lines. Those false negative lines were caused by incorrect

traces since Git commit #31, which were part of feature revisions

evolved up to the last Git commit analyzed. In LibSSH, 1,470 lines

weremissing over all 129 composed variants (min: 0, max: 106, mean:

13.02 per variant) of a total of 4,344,801 relevant lines. Those false

negative lines were incorrect traces of artifacts and feature revisions
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Commits Marlin

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 ...

BASE
AVR ATmega2560

PID OPENLOOP
PID DEBUG
ADVANCE

AVR AT90USB1286
RAMPS V 1 0

THERMISTORHEATER
AVR ATmega644P
AVR ATmega328

AVR AT90USB1287
AVR ATmega32U4
THERMISTORBED
AVR ATmega644

F CPU
F OFLAG

WATCHPERIOD
HEATER USES THERMISTOR

BED USES THERMISTOR
DEBUG STEPS

NEWPANEL
SIMPLE LCD

BED USES AD595
ARDUINO

THERMISTORHEATER 2
HEATER 1 USES THERMISTOR

THERMISTORHEATER 1
HEATER USES THERMISTOR 1
HEATER 2 USES THERMISTOR

HEATER 2 USES AD595
THERMISTORHEATER 0

HEATER 1 MINTEMP
HEATER 0 USES THERMISTOR

HEATER 1 MAXTEMP
RESET MANUAL

PID PID
AUTOTEMP

(a) Marlin

Commits LibSSH

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 ...

BASE
HAVE SYS POLL H

cplusplus
HAVE OPENSSL AES H

HAVE SSH1
HAVE LIBZ

DEBUG CRYPTO
HAVE SYS TIME H

HAVE GETHOSTBYNAME
HAVE POLL

WORDS BIGENDIAN
HAVE SELECT

HAVE GETHOSTBYADDR
WITH SERVER

OPENSSL VERSION NUMBER
HAVE OPENSSL BLOWFISH H

HAVE PTY H
HAVE STDINT H

HAVE ARPA INET H
HAVE CONFIG H
HAVE CTYPE H

DEBUG
HAVE SYS TYPES H

HAVE FCNTL H
WIN32

HAVE LIBOPENNET
HAVE GETPWUID

HAVE LIBWSOCK32
MINGW32

HAVE SYS STAT H
HAVE STRING H
HAVE ERRNO H
HAVE DIRENT H

HAVE SYS SOCKET H
HAVE INTTYPES H
HAVE OPENNET H

HAVE STDIO H
HAVE NETINET IN H

HAVE STRINGS H
HAVE MEMORY H

HAVE NETDB H
HAVE PWD H

TIME WITH SYS TIME
HAVE PAM PAM APPL H

HAVE SECURITY PAM APPL H
HAVE LIBCRYPTO
HAVE LIBGCRYPT

GCRYPT
HAVE OPENSSL DES H

(b) LibSSH

Commits SQLite

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 ...

BASE
TEST

NDEBUG
TEST COMPARE

YYERRORSYMBOL
WIN32
TCLSH

(c) SQLite

Figure 4: Marlin, LibSSH and SQLite evolution in space and time on the first 50 commits on Git VCS.
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Table 6: Average precision, recall and F1 metrics of com-
posed artifacts per system.

Subject System Granularity Precision Recall F1

Marlin Files 1.00 0.95 0.97

Lines 1.00 0.99 0.99

LibSSH Files 1.00 0.99 0.99

Lines 1.00 0.99 0.99

SQLite Files 1.00 0.99 0.99

Lines 1.00 0.99 0.99

All Files 1.00 0.98 0.99

Lines 1.00 0.99 0.99

since Git commit #10. In SQLite, three lines were false negatives on

composed variants corresponding to the Git commit #37, resulting

in 39 false negative lines over all 55 composed variants (min: 0, max:

3, mean: 0.71 per variant) among a total of 727,387 relevant lines.

The false negatives were caused by incorrect alignments performed

by the LCS algorithm. An adapter with a more fine-grained tree

structure for the specific programming language may contribute to

a more precise alignment and higher precision and recall.

RQ1. Can the proposed technique locate feature revisions
from a set of existing variants? Our technique proved to be
effective for locating feature revisions in the used data set, with high
values for the measures of precision, recall and F1. The proposed
technique correctly located the artifacts in an automated way, which
can help developers to easily perform this task and save time.

Composing variants with new configurations of existing feature re-
visions. Table 7 shows the values of precision, recall, and F1 from

comparison of artifacts (file and line levels) of the ground truth

and our composed variants. Our technique retrieves artifacts with

precision of 100% and recall of 93%-99% at file-level granularity. At

line-level granularity, the average precision is 100% for SQLite and

99% for the other two. Recall is 99% for the three subject systems. All

values for F1 are greater than 96%, almost the same as the minimum

F1 achieved when comparing the artifacts of composed variants

with the ones from the input variants (97%).

For Marlin, within a total of 496769 relevant lines, 1782 were

false negative lines and from these, 394 are just comment lines. In

the case of LibSSH, 684 lines were false negatives, five of which

are comment lines, from a total of 1661585 relevant lines. In case

of SQLite, 39 lines were missing in the composed files from a total

of 727897 relevant lines of ground truth files. The false negative

lines were missed due to some wrong traces caused by incorrect

1 # i fde f HAVE_SSH1

2 opt ion −> s sh1a l l owed =1 ;

3 # e l se
4 opt ion −> s sh1a l l owed =0 ;

5 #endif

Listing 1: code snippet from LibSSH, file options.c.

Table 7: Average precision, recall and F1 metrics of com-
posed artifacts for random configurations per system.

Subject System Granularity Precision Recall F1

Marlin Files 1.00 0.93 0.96

Lines 0.99 0.99 0.99

LibSSH Files 1.00 0.95 0.98

Lines 0.99 0.99 0.99

SQLite Files 1.00 0.99 0.99

Lines 1.00 0.99 0.99

All Files 1.00 0.96 0.98

Lines 0.99 0.99 0.99

alignments of lines with the LCS algorithm. False positive lines were

composed in variants from Marlin (four lines added) and LibSSH

(19 lines added) systems. The false positive lines in the composed

variants are caused by feature interactions in the configurations,

which we randomly chose without considering whether a selected

feature excludes parts of code that can be in other features when

preprocessing ground truth variants. This can result in an invalid

configuration, where the preprocessed variant as ground truth is

missing artifacts. As an example, the random variant generated in

Git commit #12 of LibSSH, which contains the features HAVE_SSH1,
DEBUG_CRYPTO, HAVE_PTY_H and BASE.

Listing 1 shows that when preprocessing a variant with feature

HAVE_SSH1 defined, the ground truth variant will contain Line 2

and not Line 4. Only when this feature is not defined Line 4 will be

present in the variant. Our feature revision location technique then

mapped the artifact from Line 2 to presence conditions containing

feature HAVE_SSH1 and Line 4 to presence conditions containing

BASE and other features from the respective point in time. Thus,

our composed variant with the combination of features will contain

artifacts of both #ifdefs and #else blocks that are missing in the

ground truth variant.

RQ2. Can new variants be composed with feature revisions
located by our technique? The traces computed by our technique
proof useful for creating new variants with random configurations,
still achieving high values for the measures of precision, recall and
F1. Our feature revision location technique can therefore support
tasks such as extractive SPLE.

Performance of our feature revision location technique. The per-

formance of our technique is shown in Figure 5. It took around 50

seconds on average, and even in the worst cases not longer than

200 seconds. As expected, the runtime for locating feature revisions

increases with the number of feature revisions because the number

of artifacts and features is greater to refine the traces. As Marlin and

LibSSH subject systems have more feature revisions to be located,

they presented outliers that were probably caused by the garbage

collector unexpectedly slowing down the application. Although

SQLite has fewer feature revisions, the size of artifacts that have

been changed is such as big as in the other systems. Thus, inde-

pendently of the number of feature revisions, the size of artifacts

can slow the process to refine traces.
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Figure 5: Runtime of feature revision location per variant.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
The threats to construct validity are related to the study setup. Firstly,
the scenarios used to validate our technique contain changes to

features, but we did not have data on the type of evolution, e.g,

performance improvement, new hardware support, bug fixing, etc.

Secondly, the methodology chosen to evaluate our technique was

based on variants in space and time created by a configuration of

features in specific changes of annotated code in the Git commits

we analyzed. This was necessary since there was no ground truth

we could use. To mitigate this threat, we generated new variants

with different configurations of feature revisions (not used as input)

randomly chosen for the points in time analyzed.

A threat to internal validity is the limitation of the underlying

tools that could have affected our results. We used our own de-

veloped tool to compose variants. However, our developed tool is

available for further comparison and was widely used in previous

works where it successfully composed variants [9, 10, 12, 21].

A threat to external validity is the generalization of the results.

Our evaluation was conducted with a subset of commits from three

Git projects. The three selected target systems are from different

domains and have different sizes with different behaviors in terms

of how often their features change along the Git commits, so we

believe that the results cover diverse enough scenarios.

7 RELATEDWORK
The idea of creating software versions started when important

dimensions of evolution such as revisions and variants were intro-

duced. Conradi et al. [5] defined revisions as a software versions

that evolve along the time dimension. In this context, our feature

revision location technique can help to get the feature variability

along the time dimension. However, the evolution of variable soft-

ware systems is still a challenge. While product line engineering

requires new tools and processes, VCSs do not scale with the num-

ber of variants and require the consolidation of cloned variants into

a product line. Moreover, evolving a product line is more complex

than evolving single variants [4]. Indeed, VCSs and the annotation-

based preprocessors are still widely used as a variability mechanism

for handling a high number of revisions and variants. To improve

on the current situation, variation control systems, a special kind

of VCSs with a focus on variant management rather than revision

management, have been developed [20, 24].

In order to support the extractive adoption of SPLs by reusing

existing variants as the basis for the core assets several feature

location techniques have been proposed [3]. However, the feature

revision concept is still untreated among feature location techniques

in the literature [3, 6, 8, 28, 31, 33]. As suggested by Hinterreiter et

al. [16], maintaining revisions of individual features may help to

understand the evolution history of a variant and capture ongoing

changes. Thus, with our automated technique, developers can re-

engineer a system for feature-oriented development and manage

evolution in the time dimension by means of feature revisions.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
To the best of our knowledge, existing feature location techniques

are limited to one certain point in time. Due to this limitation, this

paper highlights the importance of feature location in both space

and time and introduce a new automated feature revision location

technique, allowing practitioners reason about variants in different

points of time. Our results showed that our feature revision location

technique can locate the features’ artifacts with a precision of 100%

at file-level and line-level granularity and a recall of, at least, 95% at

file-level and 99% at line-level granularity. Regarding the perform-

ance of our feature revision location technique, we reported that it

took on average 50 seconds to trace artifacts to feature revisions for

each input variant. Even if manual completion is necessary, it will

not require extensive code additions or deletions by a developer.

Thus, our automated technique can aid developers re-engineering

software systems into SPLs at the level of feature revisions, thereby

saving time and effort. Hence, facilitating the management of sys-

tem variability in space and time by the possibility of composing

variants with feature revisions.

We hope with our results to inspire researchers and tool builders

to work with feature revisions, treating feature evolution in space

and time and encourage them to improve our technique, which can

be compared with common metrics and available ground truth used

in our work. As future work, we want to conduct more experiments

with industrial systems and from different domains and consider

other programming languages such as Java. Furthermore, we will

improve the scalability of our technique implementation for dealing

with the growth of feature revisions. Then, we will seek on how to

provide an independent mechanism for enabling the management

of variants with any combination of feature revisions.
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